Abstract-We consider the problem of deliberately manipulating the direct and indirect light flowing through a time-varying, general scene in order to simplify its visual analysis. Our approach rests on a crucial link between stereo geometry and light transport: while direct light always obeys the epipolar geometry of a projector-camera pair, indirect light overwhelmingly does not. We show that it is possible to turn this observation into an imaging method that analyzes light transport in real time in the optical domain, prior to acquisition. This yields three key abilities that we demonstrate in an experimental camera prototype: (1) producing a live indirect-only video stream for any scene, regardless of geometric or photometric complexity; (2) capturing images that make existing structured-light shape recovery algorithms robust to indirect transport; and (3) turning them into one-shot methods for dynamic 3D shape capture.
INTRODUCTION
A common assumption in computer vision is that light travels along direct paths, i.e., it goes from source to camera by bouncing at most once in the scene. While this assumption works well in many cases, light propagation through natural scenes is actually a much more complex phenomenon: light reflects and refracts, it undergoes specular and diffuse inter-reflections, it scatters volumetrically and creates caustics, and it may do all of the above in the same scene. Analyzing all these phenomena with a conventional camera is a hard, open problem-and is even harder when the scene is dynamic and light transport changes unpredictably.
Despite the problem's intrinsic difficulty, indirect transport is a major component of real-world appearance [1] and an important cue for scene and material understanding [2] . It is also a major factor preventing broader use of structured-light techniques, which largely assume direct or lowfrequency light transport (e.g., 3D laser scanning [3] , [4] , active triangulation [5] , [6] and photometric stereo [7] ).
As a step toward analyzing scenes that exhibit complex light transport, in this paper we introduce novel computational cameras for imaging such scenes in real time and for recovering their 3D shape. Our focus is on the general case where the scene is unknown; its motion and photometric properties unrestricted; and its illumination comes from a projector in general position.
Working from first principles, we show that two families of transport paths dominate image formation in a projectorcamera system: epipolar paths, which satisfy the well-known epipolar constraint [8] and contribute to a scene's direct image, and non-epipolar paths which contribute to its indirect image. Crucially, while the contributions of these paths are hard to separate computationally once an image has been captured, the paths themselves can be blocked optically before acquisition takes place. This motivates an alternative approach to imaging complex scenes in which the key question is how to optically control the relative contribution of epipolar and non-epipolar paths in the image being captured.
Using this idea as a starting point, we show how to realize this type of control over light transport with the help of a programmable sensor mask and a programmable projector that operate at rates much faster than the camera itself (i.e., masks and projection patterns change tens to hundreds of times during the exposure of a single image). Thus the optical behavior of the imaging system is determined by the precise sequence of masks and projection patterns used during image exposure. Here we apply this general technique, which we call Structured Light Transport (SLT), to the following four imaging problems and derive their associated masks and projection patterns:
indirect-only imaging: capture an image that records only contributions from indirect light; two-shot direct-only imaging: capture two images whose difference contains only contributions from direct light; indirect-invariant structured light: given any conventional structured-light pattern used for 3D shape acquisition, capture a view of the scene under that pattern that is guaranteed to be invariant to indirect light; and one-shot multi-pattern imaging: given any S ! 2 conventional structured-light patterns used for 3D shape acquisition, capture one image that contains S separate views of the scene "packed" into it, each corresponding to a different structured-light pattern.
Little is currently known about how to solve these problems in the general setting we consider. Our solutions, while firmly rooted in computer vision, operate exclusively in the optical domain and require no computational post-processing: our implementation is a physical device that just outputs live video; this video is optionally processed after acquisition by standard 3D reconstruction algorithms [5] which can be oblivious to the complexity of light transport occurring in a scene. The device itself is a novel combination of existing off-the-shelf components-a conventional video camera operating at 28Hz, a pair of synchronized digital micro-mirror devices (DMDs) operating at 2.7 to 24 kHz for sensor masking and pattern projection, and optics for coupling them.
From a practical point of view, our work offers four main contributions over the state of the art. First, it is the first demonstration of an "indirect-only video camera," i.e., a camera that outputs a live stream of indirect-only video for general scenes-exhibiting arbitrary motion, caustics, specular inter-reflections and numerous other transport effects (Fig. 1) . Prior work on indirect imaging was either constrained to static scenes [10] , [11] , or assumed diffuse/ low-frequency transport [2] , [12] and accurate 2D motion estimation [12] . Second, we show how to capture-with just one SLT shot-views of a scene that are invariant to indirect light. This is particularly useful for imaging dynamic scenes and represents an advance over directonly imaging [2] , [10] , which requires at least two images. Third, we show that any ensemble of structured-light patterns can be made robust to indirect light, regardless of the patterns' frequency content. This involves simply switching from conventional to SLT imaging-without changing the patterns or the algorithm that processes them. As such, our work stands in contrast to prior work on transportrobust structured light, which places the onus on the design of the patterns themselves [6] , [13] , [14] , [15] . Fourth, we show that SLT imaging can turn any multi-pattern 3D structured-light method into a one-shot technique for dynamic shape capture. Thus an entire family of previously-inapplicable techniques can be brought to bear on this much-studied problem [5] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] in order to improve depth map resolution and robustness to indirect light. As a proof of concept, we demonstrate in Fig. 14 the reconstruction of dense depth and albedo from individual frames of monochrome video, acquired by combining indirectinvariant SLT imaging and conventional six-pattern phaseshifting.
Conceptually, our work has one essential difference from conventional structured-light methods in computer vision [2] , [5] : instead of controlling light only at its source by projecting patterns, we control light at its destination as well, with a DMD mask in front of the camera pixels. This simultaneous projection and masking makes it possible to analyze light transport geometrically (by blocking 3D light paths), rather than photometrically (by blocking certain transport frequencies and assuming constrained scene reflectance [2] ). It also enables opticaldomain implementations, which can have a significant speed and signal-to-noise ratio advantage over post-capture processing. Restricted forms of such imaging have enjoyed widespread use in confocal microscopy [20] , [21] , [22] and were first used by O'Toole et al. [10] for macroscopic imaging of static scenes with a coaxial projector/ camera. In all these cases, however, epipolar geometry is degenerate and stereo is impossible. While SLT imaging builds on that work, its premise, theory, applications, and physical implementation are different.
THE STEREO TRANSPORT MATRIX
We begin by relating scene geometry to the light transported from a projector to a camera in general position. Consider a scene whose shape potentially varies with time. If the camera and projector respond linearly to light, the scene's instantaneous image satisfies the light transport equation [23] :
where i is the image represented as a column vector of I pixels; p is the P -pixel projected pattern, also represented as a column vector; and T is the scene's I Â P instantaneous light transport matrix. Intuitively, element T½i; p of the transport matrix specifies the total radiance transported from projector pixel p to image pixel i over all possible paths. As such, T models image formation in very general settings: the scene may have non-Lambertian reflectance, it may scatter light volumetrically, exhibit specular inter-reflections, etc.
Anatomy of the stereo transport matrix. Since a projector and a camera in general position define a stereo pair, their transport matrix is best understood by taking two-view geometry into account. More specifically, we classify the elements of T into three categories based on the geometry of their transport paths ( Fig. 2 
):
Epipolar elements, whose projector and camera pixels are on corresponding epipolar lines. These are the only elements of T whose transport paths begin and end on rays that can intersect in 3D. By performing stereo calibration [8] and vectorizing patterns and images according to Fig. 3 , these elements can be made to occupy a known, time-invariant, blockdiagonal subset of the transport matrix. Non-epipolar elements, whose projector pixel and camera pixel are not on corresponding epipolar lines. Non-epipolar elements are significant because they vastly outnumber the other elements of T and neveraccount for direct transport. This is because their transport paths begin and end with rays that do not intersect, so light must bounce at least twice to follow them. Direct elements, whose camera and projector pixels are in stereo correspondence, i.e., they are the perspective projections of a visible surface point. Direct elements are where direct surface reflection actually occurs in the scene; although they always lie within T's epipolar blocks, their precise location is scene dependent and thus unknown. Indeed, locating the direct elements is equivalent to computing the scene's instantaneous stereo disparity map (Fig. 4) . We can therefore express every image of the scene as a sum of three components that arise from distinct "slices" of the transport matrix:
where the I Â P matrices T D ; T EI and T NE hold the direct, epipolar indirect, and non-epipolar elements, respectively, and are zero everywhere else.
DOMINANCE OF NON-EPIPOLAR TRANSPORT
Although in theory all three image components in Eq. (2) may contribute to scene appearance, in practice their contributions are not equal. The key observation underlying our work is that the non-epipolar component is very large relative to the epipolar indirect for a broad range of scenes:
We call this the non-epipolar dominance assumption. The transport matrix is much simpler when this assumption holds because we can treat it as having a time-invariant structure with two easily-identifiable parts: the epipolar blocks, which contribute only to the direct image, and the non-epipolar blocks, which contribute only to the indirect. To motivate this assumption on theoretical grounds, we prove that it holds for two very general scene classes: (1) scenes whose transport function for indirect elements is square-integrable everywhere and (2) generic scenes containing pure specular reflectors and transmitters. These two cases can be thought of as representing opposite extremes, with the former covering low-frequency transport phenomena such as diffuse inter-reflection and diffuse isotropic subsurface scattering [24] and the latter covering transport whose frequency content is not band limited. In particular, we prove the following: Proposition 1. If T EI and T NE are discretized forms of transport functions that are square-integrable and positive over the rectified projector and image planes, then 4 . Structure of an epipolar block T ee . Element T ee ½i; r describes transport from projector pixel p e ½r to image pixel i e ½i. This element is direct if and only the scene point projecting to both pixels is the same, i.e., the point's stereo disparity is i À r. The set of direct elements therefore represents the scene's instantaneous disparity map. Conventional stereo algorithms attempt to localize this set while assuming that the transport matrix is zero everywhere else-both inside and outside its epipolar blocks. Fig. 2 . Light transport in a stereo projector-camera system. Light can reach pixel i on the image in one of three general ways: by indirect transport from an arbitrary pixel p on the corresponding epipolar line (green path); by indirect transport from a pixel q that is not on that line (red path); or by direct surface reflection, starting from projector pixel r on the epipolar line (black path).
where division is entrywise, 0 is a vector of zeros, and is the pixel size for discretization.
Proposition 2. Two generic n-bounce specular transport paths that originate from corresponding epipolar lines do not intersect for n > 1.
See Appendix A for proofs. Intuitively, both propositions are consequences of a "dimensionality gap": the set of transport paths contributing to the epipolar indirect image has lower dimension than the set of paths contributing to the non-epipolar image (Fig. 2) . Thus contributions accumulated in one image are negligible relative to the other in generic settings.
On the practical side, we have found non-epipolar dominance to be applicable quite broadly; see Figs. 5 and 6 for a detailed analysis of non-epipolar dominance in a complex scene, Figs. 12 to 18 for more examples, and [9] for videos confirming the assumption's validity in a variety of settings.
IMAGING BY STRUCTURED LIGHT TRANSPORT
The rich structure of the stereo transport matrix cannot be exploited by simply projecting a pattern onto the scene. This is because projection gives no control over how light flows through the scene: all elements of T-regardless of (2) View when just one white vertical stripe is projected onto the scene. The many bright regions in this image occur because the stripe illuminates the book's pages in three different ways: directly from the projector, by diffuse inter-reflection from the opposite page, and by specular reflection via the mirror. Their existence makes the scene hard to reconstruct with conventional techniques such as laser-stripe 3D scanning [4] . A magnified view of these regions is shown in the inset on the right. (3) View for another vertical stripe, part of which falls on the candle. The stripe appears very broad and poorly localized there, because of strong sub-surface scattering. (4) View when just one projector pixel illuminates the scene. Camera pixels along the epipolar line receive light travelling along both direct and epipolar indirect paths; note that, unlike (2), these camera pixels receive no light travelling along non-epipolar indirect paths. (5) View when a single pixel illuminates a point on the candle. Fig. 6 . Left: The epipolar block T ee for epipolar line e. We show T ee using the conventions of Fig. 4 , i.e., its rth column comes from an image of the scene acquired with only projector pixel p e ½r turned on. Middle: To assess the image contribution of non-epipolar transport, we acquire the block sum P E f¼1 T ef and compare it to block T ee -observe that non-epipolar contributions indeed far surpass the epipolar indirect ones. To acquire the block sum, we capture images of the scene while sweeping a vertical stripe on the projector plane (see [9] for a video of the captured image sequence). The rth column of the block sum is given by the pixels on epipolar line e when the stripe is at p e ½r. Right: Horizontal cross-section of T ee and P E f¼1 T ef for two image pixels. Observe that T ee 's cross-section (blue) is sharp and unimodal whereas the block sum's (red) is trimodal for one pixel and very broad for the other.
position-will participate in image formation. To make full use of T's structure, we structure the flow of light itself.
Our starting point is an imaging procedure first proposed by O'Toole et al. [10] . Its main advantage is that the contribution of individual elements of T can be weighted according to a user-defined "probing matrix" P:
where denotes entrywise (a.k.a. Hadamard) product and 1 is a column vector of all ones. Images captured this way are said to be the result of probing the scene's transport matrix with matrix P. Conceptually, they correspond to a scene that is illuminated by an all-white pattern and whose transport matrix is P T. Two basic questions arise when considering Eq. (5) for image acquisition and shape recovery: (1) what should P be, and (2) how to design an imaging system that implements the equation? The answers in [10] were restricted to static scenes and projector/camera arrangements that share a single viewpoint, none of which apply here. Below we focus on the first question-designing P-and discuss live imaging of dynamic scenes in Section 5.
Conventional structured-light imaging. To gain some insight, let us re-cast as a probing operation the act of projecting a fixed pattern p and capturing an image i. Applying the vectorization scheme of Fig. 3 to the light transport equation and re-arranging terms we get for epipolar line e: 
where E is the number of epipolar lines. Equation (6) implies that projecting p is equivalent to probing with the matrix P 1 ðpÞ shown in Fig. 7 . Observe that if we capture images for a whole sequence of projection patterns-as is often the case in structured-light systems-the non-epipolar blocks of the probing matrix will be different for each pattern. Indirect transport will therefore contribute to each captured image differently in a way that strongly depends on the particular pattern. This makes structured-light 3D scanning difficult when indirect transport is present because its contributions cannot be easily identified and removed.
Indirect-invariant structured light. The contribution of indirect transport becomes much easier to handle if we ensure it is the same for every pattern. Since this contribution is dominated by the non-epipolar blocks of the transport matrix, we can achieve (almost) complete invariance to indirect transport by probing with a matrix whose non-epipolar blocks are independent of p. In particular, probing with the matrix P 2 ðpÞ in Fig. 7 yields
The image in Eq. (7) has two properties: (1) its direct component is identical to the direct component we would get by projecting p conventionally onto the scene, and (2) its nonepipolar component is independent of p. This independence essentially turns indirect contributions into an "ambient light" term that does not originate from the projection pattern. 1 To see the practical significance of this independence, Fig. 15 compares views of a scene under conventional and one-shot indirect-invariant structured light, for the same projection pattern.
An important corollary of Eq. (7) is that indirect-invariant structured light images can be acquired for any sequence of patterns-regardless of frequency content or other properties -using the corresponding sequence of probing matrices.
Indirect-only imaging. A notable special case of indirectinvariant structured light is to set p to zero (matrix P 3 in Fig. 7 ). This yields an image guaranteed to have no contributions from direct transport. Moreover, almost all indirect light will be recorded when non-epipolar dominance holds.
Epipolar-only imaging. The exact opposite effect can be achieved with a probing matrix that is zero everywhere except along the epipolar blocks (matrix P 4 in Fig. 7 ). When non-epipolar dominance holds, images captured this way can be treated as (almost) purely direct.
One-shot, multi-pattern, indirect-invariant structured light. All four probing matrices in Fig. 7 produce views of the scene under a fixed illumination pattern p. With probing, however, it is possible to capture-in just one shotspatially-multiplexed views of the scene for a whole sequence of structured-light patterns, pð1Þ; . . . ; pðSÞ. The probing matrix to achieve this can be thought of as defining a "projection pattern mosaic," much like the RGB filter mosaic does for color (Fig. 8) . Moreover, we can confer invariance to indirect light by defining the mosaic in terms of probing matrices rather than conventional patterns. 1. Other examples of ambient terms with identical behavior include image contributions from the projector's black level and contributions from light sources other than the projector. Because such terms are often unavoidable yet easy to handle, many structured-light algorithms are designed to either recover them explicitly or be robust to their existence [5] . Non-zero ambient terms do, however, reduce contrast and may affect SNR.
Specifically, suppose we partition the I image pixels into S sets and let bð1Þ; . . . ; bðSÞ be binary vectors of size I indicating the pixel membership of each set. The matrix interleaves the rows of S indirect-invariant probing matrices. Thus, probing with this matrix yields an image containing S sub-images, each of which is a view of the scene under a specific structured-light pattern in the sequence.
LIVE STRUCTURED-LIGHT-TRANSPORT IMAGING
The feasibility of probing comes from re-writing Eq. (5) as a bilinear matrix-vector product [10] :
where the transport matrix T is constant in time and P ¼ P T t¼1 mðtÞðqðtÞÞ T is a rank-1 decomposition of the probing matrix. According to Eq. (9), optical probing is possible by (1) opening the camera's shutter, (2) projecting pattern qðtÞ onto the scene, (3) using a pixel mask mðtÞ to modulate the light arriving at individual camera pixels, (4) changing the pattern and mask synchronously T times, and (5) closing the shutter. This procedure acquires one image; it was implemented in [10] for low-resolution probing matrices using an LCD panel for pixel masking, an SLR camera for image acquisition, and T 2 ½100; 1;000. Although results were promising, LCDs are not suitable for video-rate (30 Hz) probing: they refresh at 30-200 Hz, limiting T to an unusable 1-6 masks/projections per frame; and they have low transmittance, requiring long exposure times.
Our approach, on the other hand, is to use a pair of offthe-shelf digital micro-mirror devices (DMDs) for projection and masking (Figs. 10 and 11 ). These devices are compact, incur no light loss and can operate synchronously at 2:7-24 kHz. To implement Eq. (9), we couple them with a conventional video camera operating at 28 fps. This allows 96-800 masks/projections within the 36 msec exposure of each frame. 2 To our knowledge, such a coupling has not been proposed before. 3 A major difference between LCDs and DMDs is that DMDs are binary. This turns the derivation of masks and projection patterns into a combinatorial optimization problem. Formally, given an integer 4 probing matrix P and an upper bound on T , we seek a length-T rank-1 decomposition into binary vectors such that the decomposition approximates P as closely as possible. This problem is difficult and we know of no general solution. Indeed, estimating the length of the shortest exact decomposition is itself NPhard [25] . Our approach, below, is to derive randomized decompositions of P that approximate Eq. (9) in expectation. Although our experience is that this approach works well in practice, it should not be treated as optimal.
Indirect-only imaging.
This corresponds to a sequence of mask/projection pairs where only one epipolar line is "off" in the mask and only the corresponding epipolar line is "on" in the pattern. Even though this decomposition is exact-and feasible for nearmegapixel images-it has poor light efficiency because only one epipolar line is "on" at any time. To improve light efficiency we use random patterns instead, which yield good approximations that are much shorter. Specifically, consider the random pattern q ¼ feach epipolar line is 1 with probability 0:5g;
let the projection pattern qðtÞ be a sample of q, and let the mask mðtÞ be equal to qðtÞ. See Fig. 9 , Row 1 for an example of qðtÞ, qðtÞ, and mðtÞ. Taking expectations in Eq. (9), the epipolar line e of the expected image is given by
where E½ denotes expectation. This is the result of probing with matrix P 3 , albeit at one quarter of the "ideal" image intensity. 5 Note that corresponding epipolar lines are never on at the same time in the pattern and mask; thus no epipolar transport path ever contributes to the captured image.
Epipolar-only imaging. Matrix P 4 is a special case at the other extreme, where no short rank-1 decompositions exist. Since P 4 ¼ P 1 ð1Þ À P 3 , we compute the result of probing with P 4 by subtracting two adjacent video frames-one captured by projecting an all-white pattern and one captured by indirect-only imaging. Naturally, two-frame motion estimation may be necessary to handle fast-moving scenes (but we do not estimate motion in our experiments).
Indirect-invariant structured light. A perhaps counterintuitive result is that even though epipolar-only imaging requires two frames, indirect-invariant structured light requires just one. This is important because probing with matrix P 2 ðÞ is all we need for reconstruction with structured light. Let p be an arbitrary structured-light pattern scaled to ½0; 1. Define mask mðtÞ to be a sample of q from Eq. (10) and the pattern to be 2. See [10] for an analysis of the SNR advantage confered by performing T mask/projection operations in a single exposure versus capturing an image for each projection pattern, at 1=T th the exposure.
3. The closest design we are aware of comes from confocal microscopy [20] . Its optical path was less challenging to implement, however, because imaging was both coaxial and orthographic.
4. Since any grayscale structured-light pattern p must be quantized before projection, probing matrices are always integer, including P 2 ðpÞ.
5. Intuitively, since half the epipolar lines are "off" in the pattern and the mask, only 1/4th of the total light is transported from projector to camera. Fig. 9 . Deriving random pattern/mask pairs for three cases of SLT imaging. The derived patterns and masks are indicated with red and green borders, respectively. Row 1: For indirect-only imaging, the patterns and masks are constant along epipolar lines, with approximately half of them "on." Row 2: Six of the nine structured-light patterns we used. Rows 3-4: The masks for indirect-invariant structured light are identical to those for indirectonly imaging but the projection patterns differ. To generate them for a given grayscale structured-light pattern, we first generate a random sequence of binary patterns (Row 3) and then use that sequence, along with the sequence of masks, to compute the projection patterns. Row 4 shows one such example. Row 5: We generate pattern/mask pairs for 6-shot imaging as follows: (1) create 6 random binary images representing pixel membership for each pattern; (2) generate a sequence of 132 indirect-invariant binary pattern/mask pairs for each of 6 grayscale structured-light patterns, as outlined in Rows 2-4; (3) use the 792 projection patterns as is, and (4) multiply the masks element-wise with the associated pixel memberships. Row 5 shows one such calculation, for grayscale pattern pð1Þ. qðtÞ ¼ mðtÞ XNOR rðtÞ (12) ¼ def mðtÞ rðtÞ þ mðtÞ rðtÞ;
where XNOR is the exclusive nor operator of binary vectors mðtÞ and rðtÞ, and rðtÞ is a sample of yet another random pattern:
r ¼ fpixel p on epipolar line e is 1 with probability p e ½pg:
A pictorial illustration of Eq. (13) can be found in Fig. 9 on Row 4, with example random binary patterns rðtÞ sampled from r (Eq. (14) 
which is equivalent to the result of probing with P 2 ðÞ. One-shot, multi-pattern, indirect-invariant structured light. Here we use the mask for indirect-invariant structured light and temporally multiplex S random projection patternseach defined by Eq. (13) and corresponding to a different structured-light pattern-across our "budget" of T total projections per video frame. Fig. 8 and Row 5 of Fig. 9 illustrate the construction of a multi-pattern indirect-invariant mask and corresponding projection pattern for S ¼ 6. After the video is recorded, we "demosaic" each frame i independently to infer S full-resolution images, one for each structured-light pattern. Following work on compressed sensing [26] , [27] we do this by solving for S images that reproduce frame i and are sparse under a chosen basis W:
where k:k n is a sparsity-inducing norm 6 and bðsÞ is the binary vector holding pixel memberships for pattern s.
IMPLEMENTATION
Experimental prototypes. We created two experimental systems for performing optical probing according to Eq. (9): a low-speed, low-cost system for video-rate indirectonly and epipolar-only imaging (Fig. 10 ) whose components are listed in Table 1 ; and a high-speed system for indirect-invariant structured light shape acquisition and one-shot multi-pattern imaging (Fig. 11) , whose components are also listed in Table 1 .
Our low-speed, low-cost system included a color AVT GT1920C camera for acquisition, a Texas Instruments LightCrafter for pixel masking and a 100 lumen Keynote Photonics LightCrafter kit for projection. The DMDs were synchronized at 2.7 kHz, permitting T ¼ 96 patterns and masks per video frame. The camera and DMD resolutions were quite different-1;936 Â 1;456 versus 608 Â 684-with each DMD pixel mapping to a 2 Â 2 block of camera pixels. System calibration consists of computing the epipolar geometry between the two DMDs. We did this by first computing correspondences between the camera and each DMD separately. Patterns are uploaded to both DMDs once, at the beginning of an imaging session.
For our high-speed system, we used a monochrome AVT GT1920 camera and a pair of high-end DMDs from Texas Instruments (DLi 4130) with a 2,000 lumen light source. These operate at 22.2 kHz, permitting T ¼ 800 patterns per video frame. Although the DMD resolution was fairly high at 1;024 Â 768, its effective resolution was much lower, 484 Â 364, because of the different physical dimensions and orientation of the camera sensor and DMD.
In one-shot multi-pattern imaging, the effective DMD resolution was even lower, 256 Â 256, because of the scene's limited extent within the camera's field of view.
Indirect-only mask & projection patterns. We use random mask/pattern pairs like those shown in Row 1 of Fig. 9 . To reduce the sensation of flicker by users who are physically present during video acquisition, we generate a random sequence of T =2 mask/pattern pairs and then generate a second mask/pattern sequence whose projection patterns are the binary complement of the first T =2 projection patterns. This ensures a stable perception because the image integrated by the eye (or by a mask-less camera) over the period of one video frame corresponds to a view of the scene under an all-white projection pattern. 7 For indirect-only imaging, it is also important to ensure that no direct light "leaks" accidentally through the DMD mask. Such leaks can occur because of pixel misalignments between the DMD mask and the camera's sensor; because of the binary rasterization of epipolar lines; and because of projector/camera defocus. To make Fig. 10 . Photo of our low-speed, low-cost prototype. The projector can be detached to change the stereo baseline. The optical path is shown in red.
6. We use the ð1; 2Þ-norm because it promotes group sparsity and thus concentrates non-zero terms to the same pixels across views.
7. We emphasize that flicker is a purely subjective sensation that may be experienced by users who view the scene directly, without the benefit of the DMD mask. In particular, flicker does not occur in the videos captured by our prototypes.
indirect-only acquisition robust to such effects, we slightly dilate the "off" regions on the generated masks. This reduces the occurrence of such leaks at the expense of a slight reduction in light efficiency. We found this approach to be very effective in practice; a similar idea was used in [10] .
Epipolar-only patterns. We generate epipolar-only video by operating the camera at 56 fps and configuring the DMD of our low-speed prototype as follows:
odd video frames: display T =2 all-on mask/pattern pairs even video frames: display a sequence of T =2 indirectonly mask/pattern pairs. Fig. 10 and the High-Speed System Shown in Fig. 11 Item Both systems use identical optics; the only differences between the two systems are (1) the DMD projector and mask, (2) their mounts, and (3) a color vs. monochrome camera. The camera in both systems outputs live video at a rate of 28 frames per second. For the low-speed system, each video frame requires 96 binary masks/projection patterns, i.e., each mask/pattern is active for 375 msec of the frame's 36;000 msec total exposure time. Each video frame of the high-speed system consists of 800 binary mask/projection patterns, i.e., each mask/pattern is active for 45 msec. Fig. 11 . Our high-speed system. The key differences between this system and that shown in Fig. 10 are a monochrome camera, the DMD mask, and the DMD projector.
Epipolar-only video at 28fps is generated by (1) scaling the odd frames by 0:25 to account for the reduced intensity of indirect-only imaging (Eq. (11)) and (2) subtracting in real time the even frames from the scaled odd ones. Indirect-invariant patterns. We generate a sequence of T mask/pattern pairs for each of S grayscale structured-light patterns, as illustrated in Rows 2-4 of Fig. 9 . We then capture one raw image of the scene for each of the S generated mask/pattern sequences. These S images are supplied, unaltered, to the 3D reconstruction algorithm.
One-shot, multi-pattern, indirect-invariant patterns. We generate a sequence of T mask/pattern pairs, as outlined in Row 5 of Fig. 9 , and upload them to the DMDs. We then Reconstructing dense depth and albedo from a video (frame 131 of 169) of a moving hand, recorded live using one-shot, indirect-invariant, multi-pattern imaging. Our demosaicing algorithm recovers 6 full-resolution indirect-invariant structured light images of the hand, for six sinusoidal patterns. These images yield albedo and depth maps on the bottom, and texture-mapped geometry shown from two viewpoints. Fig. 15 . We imaged the scene on the top row in two ways: (1) projecting 9 phase-shifted patterns directly onto it and (2) capturing indirect-invariant structured light images for the same patterns. Exposure time was held fixed, giving an SNR advantage to conventional projection which does not mask pixels. For the middle row, note that the conventional image contains "double fringes" from secondary reflections whereas the indirectinvariant one does not; this "double fringe" effect occurs because of the interference between the phase-shifted pattern transmitted through the direct channel and the same pattern specularly reflected by the mirror. The conventional phase-shift reconstruction procedure takes 9 input images acquired by conventional projection of phaseshifted patterns to compute raw 3D points. Row 3: Our indirect-invariant phase-shift results use the same 9 patterns and reconstruction algorithm as in conventional phase-shifting, combined with indirect-invariant structured light imaging. The phase-shift reconstruction algorithm fails catastrophically for the conventionally-acquired images, whereas with SLT imaging it is able to reconstruct even the hidden side of the face, from the mirror's indirect view.
apply the algorithm outlined in Section 5 independently to each frame of the raw live video stream.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Indirect-only and epipolar-only imaging. We used our lowspeed, low-cost prototype with a total of T ¼ 96 patterns/ masks per frame for indirect-only and epipolar-only imaging. For calibration, we computed the epipolar geometry between the two DMDs by first relating them to the image plane. Overall resolution was equal to the resolution of our DMDs, i.e., 608 Â 684. See Figs. 1, 12, 13 , and 18 for examples of indirect-and epipolar-only images.
Indirect-invariant structured light. We used high-end DMDs and a monochrome camera to capture S ¼ 9 indirect-invariant structured light frames ( Fig. 15) with T ¼ 800 patterns/masks per frame. We then supply these frames as input to a reconstruction algorithm to compute 3D shape (Fig. 16) , and compare our approach to conventional approaches. The effective DMD resolution was approximately 484 Â 364. The scenes occupied a 40 3 cm 3 volume about 70 cm away from the camera. To show the effectiveness of SLT imaging, we chose the most basic pattern and technique-phase-shifting with nine sinusoids total, at frequencies 1, 8 and 64. We also demonstrate an example of indirect-invariant structured light on a refractive object in Fig. 17 . Dense depth and albedo from one shot. We used S ¼ 6 sinusoids at frequencies 4 and 32 for the experiment in Fig. 14 , and a random assignment of pixels to sinusoids, rather than the regular assignment illustrated in Fig. 8 . We recorded multi-pattern, indirect-invariant video at 28 fps and reconstructed each frame independently by (1) solving for the six demosaiced patterns using SPGL1 [28] for optimization and the JPEG2000 wavelet basis, and (2) using them to get per-pixel depth and albedo. Our reconstruction procedure took, as input, a raw frame cropped to a 1;024 Â 1;024 region of interest (with an effective DMD resolution of 256 Â 256), and recovered the depth and albedo in under 8 minutes per frame on an Apple iMac with a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB of memory.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We believe that optical-domain processing-and SLT imaging in particular-offers a powerful new way to analyze the appearance of complex scenes, and to boost the abilities of existing reconstruction algorithms. Although our focus was mainly on monochromatic light and conventional cameras, SLT imaging depends on neither; integrating this framework with other imaging dimensions (polarization, wavelength, time, etc.) is a promising direction. Last but not least, although our prototypes rely on DMD masks and several optical components, these would be rendered unnecessary if per-pixel processing was implemented directly on the sensor [29] , [30] . We are looking forward to the wide availability of such technologies. 
Proof sketch. We begin by identifying the rectified projector and image planes with the continuous domain D ¼ ½À1; 1 Â ½À1; 1 & < 2 . Let p ¼ ðp x ; p y Þ be a point on the projector plane and let I ðpÞ be an indicator function over D that specifies the spatial extent of the discrete epipolar line through the origin:
2 and jp y j 1 0 otherwise:
In the continuous setting, light transport from the projector plane to the image plane is described by the light transport equation [31] . Given an image point i 2 D on the epipolar line through the origin, this equation describes the total radiance transported to i from points on the projector plane:
T ðp; iÞ PðpÞ dp |fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl} indirect ; wherep is the projector point in stereo correspondence with image point i; PðpÞ is the radiance along the ray through projector point p; and T ðp; iÞ is the transport function describing the proportion of radiance from p that gets transported to i. We prove the continuous form of the ratio in Eq. (18) for an image point i; this point is taken to be inside a discrete image pixel of dimension Â on the epipolar line through the origin.
More specifically, we consider the epipolar indirect, total indirect, and non-epipolar indirect contributions at i: 
We now show that for any d > 0, there is an > 0 such that
Since T ðÞ is square-integrable for domain D À fpg, we can apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality [32] 
By combining Eqs. (22) , (23) and (25) we also get a lower bound on the non-epipolar contributions:
I NE ðiÞ ! Z DÀfpg T ðp; iÞ PðpÞ dp À ð2Þ 1 2 &Z DÀfpg Â T ðp; iÞ PðpÞ Ã 2 dp '1
Equation (24) now follows by choosing to be
R DÀfpg T ðp; iÞ PðpÞ dp ' 2 R DÀfpg Â T ðp; iÞ PðpÞ Ã 2 dp :
Substituting Eq. (27) into Eqs. (25) and (26) we get I EI ðiÞ
t u
A.2 Proof of Proposition 2
We prove Proposition 2 for scenes consisting of a finite collection of objects, each of which is an open set in < 3 bounded by a smooth generic surface [33] , [34] .
Proof. For simplicity, we reverse the direction of light travel through image pixels, treating the camera as a second projector that also sends light onto the scene. Let L; L 0 be a pair of corresponding epipolar lines on the (continuous) projector and image planes, respectively, and let p 2 L and i 2 L 0 be points on them. Suppose that the light originating at p and i undergoes n ! 1 consecutive specular bounces upon entering the scene. Furthermore, suppose that the associated transport paths are generic, i.e., they remain stable under infinitesimal perturbations of the scene's surfaces and of the points p and i. To prove the proposition, we show that the following cannot hold simultaneously:
(1) the transport paths through p and i intersect at their ðn þ 1Þth bounce, i.e., their ðn þ 1Þth bounce occurs at the same surface point in the scene; and (2) this intersection is generic, i. In particular, let l n ðpÞ be the 3D ray that light follows after n specular bounces from projector point p. Similarly, let l 0 n ðiÞ be the corresponding 3D ray for image point i. Since the transport paths through p and i are generic, the mappings p 7 ! l n ðpÞ and i 7 ! l These mappings define a pair of ruled surfaces in < 3 : intuitively, as point p ranges over Q, the 3D ray l n ðpÞ twists and translates in space, tracing a ruled surface.
For transport paths through p and i to have their ðn þ 1Þ th bounce in common, three surfaces must meet at a point: ruled surface l n ðQÞ, ruled surface l 0 n ðQ 0 Þ, and a surface in the scene. This, however, is not a generic condition because surfaces l n ðQÞ and l 0 n ðQ 0 Þ transversally intersect along a curve and this curve will transversally intersect the scene's surfaces at isolated points [34] . t u
APPENDIX B EXPANDED DERIVATIONS OF SELECTED EQUATIONS B.1 Derivation of Eq. (11)
Combining Eqs. (6) and (9) we have
q e ðtÞ ½ T ef q f ðtÞ ;
where the 1=T factor captures the fact that each term in the sum is allocated 1=T of the total exposure time. We now split the sum into its epipolar and non-epipolar terms
& q e ðtÞ ½ T ee q e ðtÞ þ X E f¼1 f6 ¼e q e ðtÞ ½ T ef q f ðtÞ ' ; (30) and observe that the first term is always a vector of zeros. So,
